The **AICCU Data Dashboard** provides a centralized place to access publicly available data pertaining to the enrollment, financial aid, diversity, and student outcomes of the independent, nonprofit CA colleges and universities in our membership.

**First Steps**

1. Access the [AICCU Data Dashboard](https://aiccu.edu/page/research)
   - https://aiccu.edu/page/research

2. You’ll be directed to the dashboard’s “Home Page.”
   - From there, you’ll have two options to begin exploring.
   - Select one of the four icons to go to the corresponding section.

   -or-

   - Choose one of the tabs at the top of the page to go to the corresponding section.
Ways to Interact with the Dashboard

3. Each of the four sections/tabs in the dashboard will have multiple views. Be sure to click through the entire drop-down list!

4. Hover your mouse over areas in the visual to see additional details regarding the data.
5. The view will default to the aggregate data for all AICCU institutions. You may uncheck the “All” box and re-check one or more specific institutions to view a subset of the data. Additionally, you may also type the institutions name to conduct your search.

**Institution Filters**: note, the selection of specific institutions will apply to ALL of the views for that particular section. For example, selecting one or more institutions in the “Completions” view will also filter for the 6-yr Graduation Rates - Pell, 6-yr Graduation Rates - Race/Ethnicity, and One-year Retention. To clear the filter, check the “(All)” box in the Institution Name drop-down menu.